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Abstract: Pancreatic β-cell failure and death contribute significantly to the pathogenesis of type
2 diabetes. One of the main factors responsible for β-cell dysfunction and subsequent cell death is
chronic exposure to increased concentrations of FAs (fatty acids). The effect of FAs seems to depend
particularly on the degree of their saturation. Saturated FAs induce apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells,
whereas unsaturated FAs are well tolerated and are even capable of inhibiting the pro-apoptotic
effect of saturated FAs. Molecular mechanisms of apoptosis induction by saturated FAs in β-cells are
not completely elucidated. Saturated FAs induce ER stress, which in turn leads to activation of all ER
stress pathways. When ER stress is severe or prolonged, apoptosis is induced. The main mediator
seems to be the CHOP transcription factor. Via regulation of expression/activity of pro- and anti-
apoptotic Bcl-2 family members, and potentially also through the increase in ROS production, CHOP
switches on the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis induction. ER stress signalling also possibly
leads to autophagy signalling, which may activate caspase-8. Saturated FAs activate or inhibit various
signalling pathways, i.e., p38 MAPK signalling, ERK signalling, ceramide signalling, Akt signalling
and PKCδ signalling. This may lead to the activation of the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis,
as well. Particularly, the inhibition of the pro-survival Akt signalling seems to play an important
role. This inhibition may be mediated by multiple pathways (e.g., ER stress signalling, PKCδ and
ceramide) and could also consequence in autophagy signalling. Experimental evidence indicates the
involvement of certain miRNAs in mechanisms of FA-induced β-cell apoptosis, as well. In the rather
rare situations when unsaturated FAs are also shown to be pro-apoptotic, the mechanisms mediating
this effect in β-cells seem to be the same as for saturated FAs. To conclude, FA-induced apoptosis
rather appears to be preceded by complex cross talks of multiple signalling pathways. Some of these
pathways may be regulated by decreased membrane fluidity due to saturated FA incorporation. Few
data are available concerning molecular mechanisms mediating the protective effect of unsaturated
FAs on the effect of saturated FAs. It seems that the main possible mechanism represents a rather
inhibitory intervention into saturated FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling than activation of some
pro-survival signalling pathway(s) or metabolic interference in β-cells. This inhibitory intervention
may be due to an increase of membrane fluidity.

Keywords: apoptosis induction; autophagy; ER stress; saturated fatty acid; unsaturated fatty acid;
pancreatic β-cell; caspase; type 2 diabetes mellitus; kinase; fatty acid metabolism

1. Introduction

One of the main causes of T2DM (type 2 diabetes mellitus) is insufficient insulin
production to cover the needs of the organism. Besides insulin resistance, this state results
from the loss of β-cell function and viability. Elevated concentrations of FAs (fatty acids)
in the blood are considered as one of the main factors responsible for this effect. The
detrimental potential of FAs has been described in human as well as animal β-cells in vivo
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and in vitro [1–9]. There is convincing evidence that the toxicity of FAs depends particularly
on the degree of their saturation. Saturated FAs (e.g., stearic and palmitic acid) induce
apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells, whereas unsaturated FAs (e.g., oleic and palmitoleic acid)
are usually well tolerated and are even capable of inhibiting the pro-apoptotic effect of
saturated FAs [1,2,6,10–15].

Precise molecular mechanisms of apoptosis induction by saturated FAs and regulation
of this induction by unsaturated FAs in β-cells remain unclear [16]. Nevertheless, it has
been proposed that, e.g., pro-survival and pro-proliferative Akt and ERK (extracellular
signal-regulated kinase) pathways, the p38 MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase)
and PKC (protein kinase C) δ kinase stress pathways, ER (endoplasmic reticulum) stress
and autophagy signalling could be involved. Concerning the mechanisms of apoptosis
execution, the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis induction and possibly also the death
receptor pathway are engaged. The metabolism of FAs may also play a certain role here.

In this review, we deal with available data, obtained both in vitro and in vivo with β-
cells of human as well as of rodent origin, and suggest possible mechanisms of FA-induced
and FA-regulated apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells.

2. Effects of Fatty Acids on β-Cell Viability
2.1. Pro-Apoptotic Effect of Fatty Acids

The HFD (high-fat diet) leads to a decrease in the number of functional β-cells due to
apoptosis in experimental animals [9,12,17–20]. These findings confirmed the existence of
FA-induced apoptosis in β-cells in vivo and thus legitimize the comprehensive research of
its molecular mechanisms in vitro.

The effect of various FA species on β-cells depends on their carbon chain length and
the degree of saturation [14,21–25]. The predominant FAs in the blood serum are saturated
PA (palmitic acid) and SA (stearic acid) and unsaturated POA (palmitoleic acid), OA (oleic
acid) and LOA (linoleic acid) [26,27].

Saturated PA and SA cause the death of primary rat β-cells [28], as well as of β-cells
in isolated rat [1,2,29] and human islets [1,4,10,30,31], and of β-cell lines [4,22,32–34]. SA
seems to be more effective than PA in human β-cells and islets [10,14,25]. However, PA
is usually tested as the representative saturated FA [1,4,30,31]. Interestingly, saturated
FAs with a chain length shorter than 16 carbons, e.g., octanoate (8 carbons) and myristate
(14 carbons), are ineffective as cell death inducers [6,35].

In contrast to PA and SA, unsaturated POA and OA have significantly lower or no
pro-apoptotic effect on β-cells [6,10,11,14,22,36–48]. Interestingly, feeding of C57BL/6J
mice with different diets also showed that HFD containing extra virgin olive oil, i.e., diet
with high content of monounsaturated FAs, do not induce β-cell apoptosis, in contrast
to lard-based HFD, i.e., diet with high content of saturated FAs [49]. Nevertheless, some
studies showed the deleterious effect also in the case of unsaturated FAs [5,8,25,30,50–57].
Typically, this pro-apoptotic effect was less pronounced.

2.2. Inhibitory Effect of Unsaturated Fatty Acids on Pro-Apoptotic Effect of Saturated Fatty Acids

Although the evidence for the harmless effect of unsaturated FAs in β-cells is not
fully unequivocal (see above), there are increasing experimental data showing the potential
of unsaturated FAs to inhibit the detrimental effects of saturated FAs and saturated FA-
induced cell death in the rat, as well as human, β-cells and islets [1,2,10,15,22,48,50,58–61].

Interestingly, monounsaturated FAs with a chain shorter than 16 carbons are com-
pletely ineffective [6] or significantly less effective in the inhibition of saturated FA-induced
cell death in comparison with POA and OA [41,58]. Notably, the same pattern with respect
to carbon chain length is seen for the toxicity of saturated FAs. Polyunsaturated FAs, e.g.,
LOA (C18:2) and γ-LOA (C18:3), or variants of OA (C18:1, n-9) where the double bond is
located at different positions, e.g., vaccenic (C18:1, n-11) and petroselinic (C18:1, n-12) acid,
were also protective [41,58]. Concerning the impact of cis and trans configuration on the
inhibitory effect of unsaturated FAs, in rat BRIN-BD11 and INS-1 cells, palmitelaidic and
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EA (elaidic acid), were not as effective as their respective cis isomers POA and OA [24]. OA
is protective against pristanic acid, a branched saturated FA, as well [41].

2.3. The Role of Fatty Acid Metabolism and Its Intermediates
2.3.1. Fatty Acid Metabolism

The questions whether FAs are detrimental or protective, per se, or whether they act
through some intermediates of their metabolism was answered by studies that compared
the effect of FAs with the effect of their counterpart derivatives that cannot be metabolized
by cells, e.g., alkyl esters and 2-bromo-derivatives of FAs [23]. Methyl esters of PA, where
the formation of FA-CoA (coenzyme A) is blocked due to the unavailability of the carboxy
group for esterification, are ineffective in apoptosis induction [41,54,62]. Similar data were
obtained with bromo–palmitate, which can be esterified to CoA but cannot be oxidized
further [22,39].

Surprisingly, methyl esters of unsaturated FAs are equipotent as cyto-protective agents,
when compared with their non-methylated parental molecules [22,24,58]. They were also
effective against apoptosis-inducing treatments other than saturated FAs [24]. In addition,
a comparison of the cis and trans form of methyl-POA showed a similar difference in
the inhibitory potential that was seen when non-methylated parental molecules were
applied [24]. Thus, in marked contrast to saturated FAs, esterification of unsaturated FAs
is not necessary for their anti-apoptotic effect.

Moreover, overexpression of CPT-1 (carnitine palmitoyl transferase 1) and the applica-
tion of inhibitors of FA metabolism triacsin-C and etomoxir [4,22,37,59,63–65] confirmed
that β-oxidation of FAs, per se, is not involved in the molecular mechanism by which FAs
induce apoptosis. Rather, the glucose inhibition of fat oxidation and increased accumu-
lation of acyl-CoA and/or metabolites derived from them in cytosol have pro-apoptotic
consequences.

PA treatment leads to the activation of AMPK (AMP-activated protein kinase) [66].
AMPK is activated in response to low ATP [67] due to mitochondrial dysfunction caused
by FAs in β-cells [16]. AMPK activation may represent a protective mechanism against
excess intracellular fat storage via induction of fat oxidation and inhibition of lipogene-
sis. In line with this, the application of AMPK activators has a protective effect against
PA-induced apoptosis [68]. The importance of β-oxidation as an anti-apoptotic mecha-
nism against FA toxicity is supported by the finding that an increased capacity for the
oxidation of FAs was documented in a PA-resistant subclone of murine MIN6 β-cells [36].
Metabolic conversion of saturated FAs to unsaturated FA species represents another poten-
tial protective mechanism. The protective role of SCD1 (stearoyl-CoA desaturase 1), which
unsaturates PA and SA to POA and OA, was demonstrated in the rat, as well as human,
β-cell lines [36,69,70]. Recently, the anti-apoptotic role of ELOVL2 (very long chain fatty
acid elongase 2), whose major products are docosapentaenoic acid, against the deleterious
effects of glucolipotoxicity in both rodent and human β-cells, was also shown [59].

2.3.2. Triacylglycerols

FAs can be used for TAG (triacylglycerols) formation and stored in lipid droplets. Despite
some contradictory evidence, this process appears to be rather protective [22,44,50,61,71,72].
Nevertheless, the composition of TAGs with respect to the content of saturated and unsatu-
rated fatty acid chains is of importance, as well [44]. However, the role of TAG formation
as a crucial determinant of β-cell viability under lipotoxic conditions is not probable, since
unsaturated FAs are able to promote β-cell viability without affecting TAG formation
and composition [22]. Interestingly, recent data indicate that, besides the deposition of
TAGs into the lipid droplets, the lipid droplet-resident proteins (e.g., perilipin 2 and 5) are
also involved in apoptosis regulation under lipotoxic conditions behind their role in the
regulation of lipid storage [63,73].
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2.3.3. Ceramides

Increased supply of especially saturated FAs in β-cells also leads to ceramide pro-
duction through de novo synthesis or by direct acylation of sphingosine [4,42,74–76]. The
possible role of ceramide in FA-induced apoptosis was documented in β-cell lines as
well as in isolated rat and human islets [1–3,65,75,77]. Importantly, the detrimental ef-
fect of ceramide on β-cell viability can be reproduced by exposure of islets to exogenous
ceramide [1,2,65]. The incorporation of unsaturated FAs into ceramides is overall low.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that markedly higher incorporation of trans FA species
elaidate (18:1 trans-∆9) and vaccenate (18:1 trans-∆11) into ceramides and diglycerides,
compared to OA, was shown in RINm5F cells [42]. This may explain the less beneficial
effects of trans FAs, compared to their cis counterparts.

Ceramides can affect the activation of various cellular signalling pathways, including
pathways leading to apoptosis induction [78]. For example, ceramides inhibit Akt [79,80]
and activate JNK (c-Jun N-terminal kinase) [81], as well as ERK. In β-cells, the activity of
Akt [37], JNK [54,82,83] and ERK is known to be altered by saturated FA treatment (see
Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.3.2). Ceramide signalling may also lead, via the activation of
PP2A (protein phosphatase 2A) [84], to dephosphorylation of Bad (Bcl-2 associated death
promoter) and Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2), which results in pro-apoptotic signalling [85].

Taken together, saturated FAs need to be esterified to FA-acyl-CoA to exert their
deleterious effect. In contrast, unsaturated FAs do not need to be esterified to possess their
anti-apoptotic activity. Various aspects of FA metabolism are involved in the pro- and
anti-apoptotic effect of FAs, including FA oxidation, cellular conversion of saturated FAs
into unsaturated species, channelling of FAs into TAG and lipid droplets, and ceramide
formation. Notably, the formation of ceramide would well explain the difference in the
toxicity of saturated and unsaturated FA species, as predominantly saturated FAs are
substrates for ceramide production [86].

3. Initiation of Pro-Apoptotic Signalling by Fatty Acids

The real site where the FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling originates is not revealed
yet. It corresponds with the fact that the nature of the differential effect of saturated and
unsaturated FAs on β-cell viability is unclear, as well. However, localisation of starting
point(s) in the cytoplasm is easily believable, due to FA involvement in numerous metabolic
and biosynthetic pathways (see previous sections).

Saturated FAs with rigid and straight acyl chain conformation decrease membrane
fluidity after their incorporation into the lipid bilayers [87–89]. Saturated FA-induced pro-
apoptotic signalling may, thus, originate at cell membranes, due to their increased rigidity,
which, per se, may affect the activity of relevant membrane-associated proteins. This may,
in turn, lead to signal transmission onto particular signalling pathway(s), which may result
in a pro-apoptotic effect, and vice versa: increased membrane rigidity may also block
activation of relevant membrane-associated proteins, leading to inhibition of particular
pro-survival signalling pathway(s). Pro-survival Akt and ERK or pro-apoptotic p38 MAPK
and PKCδ pathways, which are regulated by FAs in β-cells (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2), may
represent such signalling pathways. This hypothesis would be in line with the view that
the development of T2DM is based on decreased membrane fluidity because of the excess
of saturated FAs in the diet [90].

There is growing experimental evidence that saturated as well as unsaturated FAs are
able to affect the activity of membrane proteins, e.g., PA activates TLR4 (Toll-like receptor
4) in hepatocellular carcinoma cells and epithelial rat kidney-derived cells [91,92]. Interest-
ingly, in the latter cells, PA-induced TLR4 activation led to activation of c-Src and then to
EGFR (epithelial growth factor receptor) activation within the c-Src/EGFR complex [92]. In
endothelial cells, OA (but not PA) activates the EGFR and downstream signalling towards
the ERK pathway independently of any autocrine secretion of EGF or other related media-
tors [93]. Such data indicate that besides the saturated FA-induced apoptotic signalling
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also anti-apoptotic signalling exerted by unsaturated FAs may originate already on the cell
membrane (see Section 7).

The initiation point of FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling may be also located in
the ER (endoplasmic reticulum) where the excess of FAs or their metabolites disrupt its
proper function and induce ER stress. Saturated FAs induce changes in ER membrane
morphology [13,42], and ER membrane fluidity is very likely to be also affected. This may
affect activation of ER membrane proteins IRE1α (inositol-requiring protein 1α), PERK
(protein kinase RNA (PKR)-like ER kinase) and ATF6 (activating transcription factor 6) that
are essentially involved in ER stress signalling (see Section 4.3). However, other membrane
organelles or membrane-enclose structures, e.g., mitochondria or autophagosomes, may
also represent the initiation point. Mitochondrial dysfunction due to FAs was documented
in β-cells [16]. Saturated FA-induced decrease of mitochondrial membrane fluidity might
play a role in this dysfunction, as well. Autophagosome fusion with lysosomes is neces-
sary for proper autophagy functioning. More rigid autophagosomal membranes are less
susceptible to fusion, which may lead to inhibition of autophagy flux and contribute to
apoptosis induction.

However, modes of activation of the membrane and membrane-associated molecules
by FAs from cytosol are likely, e.g., via the effect on their lipidation (i.e., myristoylation,
palmitoylation, prenylation and glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchor), which in turn deter-
mine their membrane affinity, localization and function [94]. For example, saturated FAs
were found to alter the membrane distribution of c-Src in fibroblasts via its myristoylation,
which leads to subsequent JNK activation. Conversely, unsaturated FA prevented it [95].

We speculate that unsaturated FAs, with their bent tail, do not decrease but even
increase membrane fluidity. The differential effects of saturated and unsaturated FAs on
membrane-initiated cell signalling via membrane fluidity could thus well explain why
saturated FAs can induce apoptosis in β-cells, while unsaturated FAs cannot. However,
they do not provide a clue for the explanation of the pro-apoptotic effect of OA that is also
observed in some studies [5,8,25,30,50–57].

GPRs (G protein-coupled receptors), membrane receptors for FAs, may also be sup-
posed to switch on the FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling, since some of them may
regulate activation of various signalling pathways in β-cells, e.g., Akt, ERK, p38 MAPK
or JNK, and GPR40 was shown to be possibly involved in FA-induced β-cell apoptosis
(as well as all the mentioned kinases). However, its pro-survival role against saturated
FA-induced apoptosis was also suggested in β-cells (see Section 4.5). Nevertheless, as FA
receptors are activated by both saturated as well as unsaturated FAs, their activation would
hardly explain the different pro-apoptotic properties of saturated and unsaturated FAs.

To conclude, the starting point(s) of the pathway leading to apoptosis induction by
FAs in pancreatic β-cells is elusive so far. The localisation of this point(s) in the cytoplasm
is easily conceivable, in respect to FA engagement into various metabolic and biosynthetic
pathways. The initiation is likely to be mediated via some intermediate of FA metabolism,
rather than FA molecule, per se, since the pro-apoptotic effect of saturated FAs is dependent
on their esterification into FA-CoA [63,64]. However, the evidence concerning the effect of
FAs, their intermediates and/or FA-modified molecules on membrane-associated signalling
events is growing. Therefore, plasma and/or organelle membranes may also represent the
initiation point(s).

4. Mechanisms Mediating Pro-Apoptotic Effects of Saturated Fatty Acids

Based on the experimental evidence available so far, FA-induced apoptosis seems to
be preceded by complex cross talks of multiple signalling pathways with a differentially
important contribution. These pathways are discussed below.
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4.1. Pro-Survival and Pro-Proliferative Signalling
4.1.1. Akt Pathway

The Akt pathway (PI3K (phosphoinositide 3-kinase)-PDK1 (phosphoinositide-dependent
protein kinase 1)-Akt) is generally considered as the main pro-survival pathway among
various cell types. It is activated by membrane RTKs (receptor tyrosine kinases) upon bind-
ing relevant ligand, usually referred to as survival factor [96]. Its pro-survival function was
shown in human and rat pancreatic β-cells and islets, as well [97–104]. Most experimental
evidence shows inhibition of the Akt pathway by saturated FAs [97–102]. In line with this,
the overexpression of active Akt kinase increases β-cell size, mass and proliferation in islets
of C57BL/6J mice [105,106]. Moreover, Akt signalling suppresses the pro-apoptotic JNK
and/or p38 MAPK pathways in rat β-cells [107] and human islets [108].

Prominent downstream targets of active Akt are transcription factors from the FoxO
(forkhead box O) family, i.e., FoxO1, 3a, 4 and 6. These proteins can mediate transcription
of pro-apoptotic factors, e.g., multiple pro-apoptotic members of the Bcl-2 family and
death receptor ligands, such as Fas ligand and TRAIL (tumour necrosis factor-related
apoptosis-inducing ligand) [109]. However, when phosphorylated by Akt, FoxO proteins
are held inactive in the cytoplasm and prevented from translocation into the nucleus
(reviewed in [110]). FoxO1 is the most abundant isoform of the FoxO family in pancreatic
β-cells [111], and inhibition of its transcriptional activity due to Akt phosphorylation and
subsequent cytosolic localization was documented in β-cells [112,113]. In addition, the
activation of FoxO1 and its translocation to the nucleus was proposed as a mediator of
saturated FA-induced apoptosis in various β-cell lines [52,97,99,100,114–116], as well as in
rodent islets [115–117]. Inhibition of FoxO1 activity is associated with pro-apoptotic Bax
(Bcl-2-associated X) protein downregulation in rodent β-cell lines and murine islets [99,116].
Little is known about the role of the other FoxO proteins. FoxO3 is involved in PA-induced
apoptosis of rat INS-1E β-cells via upregulation of pro-apoptotic proteins of the Bcl-2
family PUMA (the p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis) and DP5 (death protein) [118].

Regarding the effect of unsaturated FAs on Akt activation, somewhat contradictory
data are available [7,117,119–121]. Nevertheless, a decrease in Akt activity is commonly
reported when the cell death-inducing effect of unsaturated FAs is evidenced [52,117,119].
Akt pathway activation was also suggested to mediate the inhibitory effect of LOA on the
PA-induced apoptosis [62] (see Section 7).

Another well-known effect of Akt activation is inhibitory phosphorylation of Bad, a
pro-apoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family. Akt also phosphorylates caspase-9 and GSK
(glycogen synthase kinase) 3, which, e.g., inhibits Mcl-1 (myeloid cell leukemia-1), an
anti-apoptotic member of the Bcl-2 protein family. Akt can also activate MDM2 (mouse
double minute 2 homolog), which triggers p53 degradation (reviewed in [96]). This favours,
besides other effects, the inhibition of the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis activation.
Surprisingly, the involvement of these general mechanisms of Akt signalling in FA-induced
β-cell apoptosis has not been tested yet.

To summarize, the Akt pathway is inhibited by saturated FAs in β-cells. This leads
to activation of FoxO1 and FoxO3 proteins and the upregulation and activation of pro-
apoptotic members of the Bcl–2 family–H3–only and Bax proteins. This, in turn, facilitates
activation of the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis. Akt inhibition may also lead to
activation of pro-apoptotic JNK and p38 MAPK. Activation of Akt by unsaturated FA
may represent the mechanism of their inhibitory effect on saturated FA-induced apoptosis
in β-cells.

4.1.2. ERK Pathway

The ERK pathway (Raf-MEK (mitogen-activated protein kinase/ERK kinase)-ERK) is
considered as the main pro-proliferative signalling pathway. Nevertheless, under some
circumstances, ERK can function in a pro-apoptotic manner, as well. The ERK pathway,
depending on cell type, is activated by cytokines/growth factors via the relevant RTKs. Sub-
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sequently, Ras GTPase is activated and transmits signalling further on Raf kinase [122,123].
In β-cells the ERK pathway can be activated by GPR40, as well [124].

The experimental evidence concerning the effect of saturated FAs on the ERK pathway
in pancreatic β-cells is ambiguous. Both activation and inhibition of ERK was reported in
the course of FA-induced apoptosis, and, confusingly, both ERK activation and inhibition
were associated with pro-survival as well as pro-apoptotic effects [20,98,121,124–131].

The limited data concerning the effect of unsaturated FAs are also rather contradic-
tory [83,120,127,132]. OA is able to inhibit the SA-induced inhibition of ERK in human
NES2Y β-cells [131]. However, as selective inhibitors of ERK failed to influence the cyto-
protective action of POA, the ERK pathway is unlikely to mediate the anti-apoptotic effect
of unsaturated FAs [132].

Depending on the cell type, the ERK pathway activation is associated with the acti-
vation and the inhibition of both the death receptor (e.g., via caspase-8 regulation) and
mitochondrial pathway (e.g., via Bad, Mcl-1 and caspase-9 regulation) of apoptosis induc-
tion [133,134]. However, data concerning the mechanisms downstream of the ERK pathway
in the process of FA-induced β-cell apoptosis are missing. ERK is probably involved in the
regulation of autophagy in β-cells [135].

Taken together, due to clear ambivalence between ERK activation and the effect of
FAs on cell viability, the ERK pathway does not seem to play a decisive role in saturated
FA-induced β-cell apoptosis nor in its inhibition by unsaturated FAs in pancreatic β-cells.

4.2. Stress Kinase Signalling
4.2.1. p38 MAPK Pathway

The p38 MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) pathway is one of the main cellular
stress pathways. It is activated in response to various physical and chemical stresses.
These factors activate GTP-binding proteins, (e.g., Rac1 (Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin
substrate 1), Cdc42 (cell division control protein 42)), which subsequently phosphorylate
MAP3Ks (e.g., ASK1 (apoptosis signal-regulating kinase), TAK1 (transforming growth
factor-β-activated kinase 1), MLK (mixed-lineage kinase) 3). MAP3Ks then activate p38
MAPK [136]. In β-cells, p38 MAPK can be activated also by GPR40.

Saturated FAs activate the p38 MAPK pathway, and there is also consistent evidence
for its involvement in pro-apoptotic signalling induced by saturated FAs in animal as well
as human β-cells [114,125,131,137–140].

Sparse available data indicates no effect of OA application on p38 MAPK kinase
activation. In addition, OA was shown to inhibit p38 MAPK activation following SA
treatment [83,120]. However, when the pro-apoptotic effect of OA is detected, the activation
of p38 MAPK is also found [114].

Concerning the downstream signalling of p38 MAPK in pancreatic β-cells, there is
very little data available. In β-cells of diabetic db/db mice, p38 MAPK activation stimulates
ER stress signalling and mediates β-cell apoptosis via decreased Bcl-2/Bax ratio [141]. In
rat RINm5F β-cells, p38 MAPK is responsible for the activation of p53 during high glucose-
induced apoptosis [142]. Activation of the p38 MAPK pathway by saturated FAs in human
NES2Y β-cells leads to inhibition of the ERK pathway [131].

Summarizing, p38 MAPK activation is clearly associated with saturated FA-induced
β-cell death potentially via the stimulation of the ER stress signalling and the inhibition of
the ERK pathway. In line with this, the anti-apoptotic effect of unsaturated FAs seems to be
linked with the inhibition of saturated FA-induced p38 MAPK activation.

4.2.2. PKCδ Pathway

PKC isoforms are involved in various physiological responses, including apoptosis.
PKCδ is the most studied isoform in the process of FA-induced β-cell apoptosis. It is
activated by various stimuli by receptors coupled with the activation of PLC (phospho
lipase C), as well as in manners independent of membrane receptors [143].
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Saturated FAs activate PKCδ, and this kinase was shown to mediate FA-induced
apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells [9,40,121,144]. Nuclear localization seems to be necessary
for the pro-apoptotic function of PKCδ [40]. However, PKCδ was found to be dispensable
for PA-induced apoptosis in rat BRIN-BD11 β-cells [145].

Unsaturated LOA, γ-LOA and arachidonic acid were documented to activate PKCδ in
rat β-cells, while no effect of OA on PKCδ activation was found. Nevertheless, this may be
due to the very low concentration of OA tested [121].

PKCδ can increase caspase-3 activation and regulate p53 activation in different cell
types exposed to various pro-apoptotic stimuli. It can also activate JNK, ERK and p38
MAPK kinases and inhibit Akt (reviewed in [146]). Akt inhibition by PKCδ was also
documented in β-cells [119].

To conclude, PKCδ seems to be involved in FA-induced β-cell apoptosis possibly via
pro-survival Akt inhibition. However, the amount of available data is rather small.

4.3. Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress Signalling

Disturbances in the normal function of the ER lead to the UPR (unfolded protein
response) and ER stress. This results in dissociation of the main ER chaperone BiP (im-
munoglobulin heavy chain-binding protein) from membrane proteins IRE1α, PERK and
ATF6, leading to the activation of the respective pathways. Activated IRE1α causes un-
conventional splicing of mRNA for XBP1 (X-box binding protein 1), which leads to the
translation of the active transcription factor (XBP1s). The second branch downstream from
IRE1α represents JNK activation. Activation of the PERK results in the eIF2α (eukaryotic
initiation factor 2α) phosphorylation. ATF6 pathway activation leads to translocation of
ATF6 transcription factor to the nucleus. Upon activation, these signalling pathways pri-
marily aim at the restoration of ER homeostasis, e.g., by increased expression of chaperones,
such as BiP [147]. If ER dysfunction is severe or prolonged, signalling leading to apoptosis
induction is activated by mechanisms that are still not completely clear. Proposed mediators
are transcription factor CHOP (CCAAT-enhancer-binding protein (C/EBP) homologous
protein) [148] and possibly also activation of caspase-4/-12 [149].

The role of ER stress in type 2 diabetes pathogenesis was indicated by increased ex-
pression of ER stress markers BiP and CHOP in islets from type 2 diabetes patients [38,150].
Furthermore, an increased expression of phospho-eIF2α, ATF4 (activating transcription
factor 4) and CHOP mRNA was shown in islets of diabetic db/db mice [38,151].

Treatment of β-cells with saturated FAs results in remarkable changes in cell mem-
brane morphology, including the ER membrane [8,13,29,30,42,44,152]. On the contrary, cis
and trans unsaturated FAs, as well as co-application of saturated FAs with unsaturated
FAs, induce only weak or no changes in ER morphology [13,29,42]. In parallel with the pro-
and anti-apoptotic effect of FAs, the conversion of saturated FAs into FA-CoA is necessary
for ER stress induction [54,58]. However, no metabolic conversion of unsaturated FAs is
needed for the inhibitory effect on ER stress signalling activated by saturated FAs [13,58]
(see also Section 2.3).

Nevertheless, how FAs application leads to ER stress is unclear. FAs are known to
affect plasma membrane fluidity after their incorporation into the lipid bilayers [87–89]
and may affect the activity of some membrane proteins [91–93]. We hypothesize that the
activation of ER stress membrane sensors may also be induced by the effect of FAs on ER
membrane fluidity. Moreover, an accumulation of saturated FAs in the ER was shown in
β-cells [153], so it may be also reasonable to speculate that the presence of excess FAs in
the ER could somehow interrupt the proper function of ER, e.g., protein folding, which
would result in ER stress signalling.

4.3.1. PERK Pathway

Saturated FAs activate PERK, and this pathway was convincingly demonstrated to
be involved in the process of FA-induced apoptosis in rodent as well as human β-cells
and human islets [5,13,28,29,31,38,54,83,117,154–160]. Surprisingly, in contrast to other cell
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types where sustained phosphorylation of eIF2α protects against ER stress, in β-cells, it
was found to be pro-apoptotic [28,31].

On the other hand, PERK pathway is not activated by unsaturated
FAs [8,13,28,29,31,46,54,83,154,158], unless their application is associated with apoptosis
induction [5,159]. Moreover, an inhibitory effect of OA (or POA) on PA-induced PERK
pathway activation was documented in rodent β-cells [13,29,46].

Mechanisms of saturated FA-induced β-cell apoptosis downstream of the PERK
pathway activation include, besides induction of CHOP expression, downregulation of
several anti-apoptotic proteins of Bcl-2 family, e.g., Mcl-1 [161], Bcl-2 [118,162], Bcl-xL (B-cell
lymphoma-extra large) [118] and Bcl-W [162], as well as upregulation of the pro-apoptotic
BH-3 only protein DP5 [118]. The effect on Bcl-2 and Bcl-W is mediated by decreased p53
activation and increased miR34a-5p expression [162]. The PERK pathway can also activate
autophagy in β-cells [163,164], but conflicting data exist concerning PERK-mediated Akt
regulation [118,165].

4.3.2. IRE1α Pathway

Based on the detection of XBP1 splicing and IRE1α phosphorylation, there is clear evi-
dence that saturated FAs activate the IRE1α-XBP1s branch of IRE1α signalling in rodent as
well as human β-cells and human islets [5,8,15,28,29,38,46,54,82,83,155,157,160]. In contrast,
OA application leads to no, minimal or only transient XBP1 splicing [5,8,28,29,38,46,54,83].
Moreover, OA is able to inhibit saturated FA-induced XBP1 silencing [29,54,83]. Its sus-
tained production is associated with β-cell apoptosis [166]. Surprisingly, in response to PA
application, XBP1s may activate Akt [103] and inhibit FoxO1 in β-cells [167].

Saturated FAs activate the IRE1α-JNK-c-Jun branch of ER stress signalling, as
well [54,82,98,118,138,139,155,168–173], while unsaturated FAs, rather, have no effect on
JNK activation [54,83,114,120]. OA is even able to inhibit SA-induced activation of JNK
in human β-cells [83]. JNK activation was also suggested to regulate the transition from
adaptive to apoptotic UPR [169] and, thus, plays an important role in the switch from
the pro-survival ER stress signalling to activation of apoptotic pathways. JNK upregu-
lates pro-apoptotic proteins DP5 and PUMA [118,174], and induces autophagy [175] in
PA-treated β-cells. After various non-lipid apoptotic stimuli, this kinase was shown to
inhibit insulin-induced Akt phosphorylation [176] and to increase p53 expression [177]
in β-cells.

Nevertheless, the role of JNK in FA-induced β-cell apoptosis remains to be elucidated.
JNK inhibition resulted in partial reduction of PA-induced apoptosis in rat β-cells [54]
and reduced cell death in islets from diabetic db/db mice [169]. However, JNK inhibition
was not protective in SA-treated human β-cells [82], and JNK1 knock-down (but not JNK2
and JNK3) increased PA-induced apoptosis in rat β-cells, indicating even a pro-survival
role [174]. In addition, it must be noted that mechanisms of JNK activation and regulation
independent of ER stress signalling, e.g., activation downstream of TLR4 [178], can be
included in FA-induced β-cell apoptosis, as well.

4.3.3. ATF6 Pathway

Concerning the ATF6 pathway, less unequivocal experimental data exist. Activation
by saturated FAs was reported in human [82,179] as well as rodent β-cells [5,38,180].
However, the results of some other studies [28,54] are hard to interpret, due to indirect and
less specific methods of analysis employed. Rather, no effect of OA on ATF6 activation was
reported (directly or indirectly) in rodent [38] nor human β-cells [82,179]. In human β-cells,
OA was even reported to block SA-induced ATF6 cleavage [179]. Nevertheless, some basal
expression of active ATF6 (ATF6α-p50) was shown to be necessary for β-cell survival, even
under non-stress conditions, and a pro-survival role of ATF6 was documented by others, as
well [181,182]. A key mediator of ATF6-induced pro-apoptotic signalling is transcription
factor CHOP [151]. This pathway also can regulate the activation of p38 MAPK and JNK in
β-cells [181].
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4.3.4. Mediator and Effector Molecules of Endoplasmic Reticulum
Stress-Induced Signalling

All branches of ER stress signalling converge into the induction of chaperone expres-
sion in order to potentiate the ER folding capacity. The most prominent chaperone induced
by ER stress is BiP and is commonly detected as an ER stress marker.

Experimental evidence concerning the effect of saturated and unsaturated FA treatment
on BiP expression in β-cells is not entirely concise. Mostly, increased BiP protein or mRNA
levels in response to saturated FAs were reported in rodent [5,15,28,38,83,154,156,180,183]
as well as human β-cells [15,83] and islets [31,54,156]. However, no induction of BiP
expression due to saturated FAs was observed [8,13,30,46]. Concerning unsaturated
FAs, similar ambiguity exists. Induction of BiP expression was not found in several
studies [8,13,31,38,54,82,83,156] but detected in others [5,28,46,154]. In addition, OA was re-
ported to inhibit saturated FA-increased expression of BiP in human β-cells [5,28,46,82,83,154].
Importantly, overexpression of BiP was found protective against PA-induced apoptosis in
murine MIN6 β-cells [38]; however, it was not confirmed in rat INS-1 β-cells [30].

The available experimental evidence concerning mechanisms that directly link FA-
induced ER stress with apoptosis induction in β-cells is not very extensive and includes
mostly caspase-12 and CHOP as possible mediators. Inflammatory caspase-12 is a known
effector molecule of ER stress-induced cell death in rodents [149]. Its activation following
PA treatment was demonstrated in rat β-cells [54,130,180]. As far as we know, there
is no evidence available concerning caspase-4 activation due to ER stress in β-cells yet.
Nevertheless, caspase-4 activation following PA treatment is likely, since it was shown in
PA-treated human hepatocytes [184].

As to the role of CHOP, in rodent (e.g., [5,13,32,38,113,157,158,180,185]) and hu-
man [83] β-cells, rat primary β-cells [54], and in human islets [31,54,158], CHOP expression
is increased by saturated FAs but not by unsaturated FAs. These are even able to inhibit
this effect of saturated FAs. More importantly, CHOP deletion improves β-cell function
and promotes cell survival in multiple mouse models of diabetes [186]. siRNA-mediated
knock-down of CHOP only delayed but did not inhibit the PA-induced apoptosis in rat
β-cells, suggesting other molecules to be involved in apoptosis induction downstream of
ER stress, as well [54]. It must be also noted that the expression of CHOP does not always
necessarily correlate with the pro-apoptotic effect of FAs nor the progress of apoptosis
induction [5,8,28].

Concerning the FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling downstream of CHOP in β-cells,
CHOP regulates the expression or localization of various proteins of the Bcl-2 family,
e.g., pro-apoptotic Bax, Bim, Bcl-xL and anti-apoptotic Bcl-2, as well as of death receptor
5 [187]. In various cell types, CHOP can increase the production of ROS (reactive oxygen
species) [188], leading to ER calcium release [189]. ROS induction by CHOP was also
found in β-cells [186]. CHOP also suppresses p21 in β-cells and, thus, the switch from
the pro-survival to the pro-apoptotic response of ER stress [190]. In high glucose-treated
β-cells, CHOP was also documented to regulate PUMA independently of Akt-FoxO3
signalling [191].

The available data show that all three ER stress pathways (PERK, IRE1α and ATF6) are
activated due to saturated FAs and that these pathways are more or less crucially involved
in FA-induced apoptosis of β-cells. Unsaturated FAs do not activate ER stress pathways in
the case of their non-apoptotic effect. They are even able to inhibit saturated FA-induced
activation of these pathways. ER stress pathways may lead to the activation of autophagy
in β-cells. The expression of ER chaperone BiP is increased due to saturated FA application
as a defensive response of β-cells. CHOP and possibly also caspase-12 represents the most
important, but certainly not the sole mediators, of FA-induced apoptosis downstream of
ER stress. CHOP mediates FA-induced apoptosis mainly via the regulation of the Bcl-2
family and possibly also via the increase of ROS production.
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4.4. Autophagy Signalling

Macroautophagy, commonly referred to as autophagy, is responsible for the removal
of defective and damaged cellular components. However, under nutrition stress, removal
of non-damaged cellular components may be also initiated in a cell. Autophagosomes
engulf cytoplasmic components, including cytosolic proteins and organelles. Subsequently,
they fuse with lysosomes, and the internal material is degraded. Rather complex cross talks
of various cellular signalling pathways precede autophagy activation. This includes ERK,
Akt and ER stress signalling; AMPK and the main autophagy regulator mTOR [192–196].
Akt activates mTOR and thus inhibits autophagy in β-cells [197]. Nevertheless, available
data concerning the involvement of mTOR in autophagy activation obtained on β-cells
are rather rare [163,198]. Interestingly, HFD was shown to activate mTOR in murine
islets [175,199–201].

The proper functioning of β-cells is dependent on a functional autophagy path-
way [202,203]. It was evidenced on rodent models [204–206] as well as on T2DM pa-
tients [207,208] that defects in the autophagy pathway are associated with T2DM. Further-
more, increased autophagosome formation was found in ZDF (Zucker diabetic fatty) rats,
db/db mice and HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice, as well as in FA-treated rat β-cells [201,202,209].
However, whether saturated FA application accelerates or impairs the autophagy flux is
ambiguous [152,175,208,210]. The deleterious effect of saturated FAs within autophagy
seems to be exerted via a reduction in lysosomal pH and impairment of autophagosome–
lysosome fusion [210]. This may result in apoptosis triggering, probably via the formation
of so-called iDISC, an intracellular form of DISC (death-inducing signalling complex), and
subsequent caspase-8 activation [193]. Unsaturated FAs antagonize the effect of saturated
FAs on autophagy [211,212].

Nevertheless, it seems that autophagy activated in response to FA application rep-
resents rather a cyto-protective mechanism, as demonstrated in several β-cells lines and
human islets [42,164,200–202,213,214]. However, when the effect of FAs is severe or pro-
longed, FAs block autophagy flux, perhaps due to the impairment of autophagosome-
lysosome fusion. Unsaturated FAs are able to inhibit the saturated FA-induced autophagy,
since they inhibit the negative effects of saturated FAs on the autophagy flux as well as
saturated FA-induced ER stress.

4.5. Other Mechanisms Involved

Besides the above discussed mechanisms, i.e., pro-survival and pro-proliferative sig-
nalling, stress signalling and autophagy signalling, some other mechanisms were suggested
to be engaged in FA-induced apoptosis.

Saturated FAs treatment is associated with an increase in ROS in rodent β-cell
lines [41,53,98,185,214–220] (not in a human β-cell line [15]), and ROS increase was found to
be involved in PA-induced apoptosis in rat INS-1 β-cells [221]. OA treatment causes this ef-
fect only in experimental models, where it also results in cell death induction [53,56,222,223].
In rat RINm5F β-cells, OA even prevented PA-induced ROS generation [41], and a pro-
tective effect of OA against mitochondrial membrane permeabilization by long term PA
exposure in murine MIN6 β-cells was also shown [224]. The ROS increase is associated
with translocation of pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 proteins (e.g., Bax and Bad) from the cytosol to mi-
tochondria and subsequent cytochrome c release. This effect of ROS on Bcl-2 proteins may
be mediated by p53, JNK or ER stress [225]. In β-cells, mechanisms of the pro-apoptotic
effect of increased ROS were not systematically studied. However, ROS were demonstrated
to regulate PA-induced ER stress [221].

GPR40 (G protein-coupled receptor 40), a plasma membrane receptor for FAs, is
selectively expressed on β-cells and is activated by medium- and long-chain FAs. It is
suggested to mediate the acute as well as the chronic effect of FAs on β-cell function [226].
GPR40 knock-out protects mice from obesity induced by HFD and overexpression of this
molecule leads to diabetes [226]. However, experiments employing β-cell lines bring
rather ambiguous data [120,124,138]. Interestingly, GPR40 was suggested to be involved in
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the anti-apoptotic effect of unsaturated FAs against saturated FA-induced β-cell apopto-
sis [120]. This receptor was documented to activate ERK, p38 MAPK and Akt kinases in
β-cells [124,138,227].

p53 activation by FAs during cell-death induction was demonstrated in animal β-
cell lines and animal and human islets [52,114,162,228,229]. This molecule is generally
considered to regulate the expression/activation of Bax-like, BH3-only and Bcl-2 proteins.
For example, p53 was shown to downregulate Bcl-2 and Bcl-W proteins via miR-34a-5p in
β-cells of C57BL/6 mice on HFD [162]. However, the direct connection between p53 and
Bax-like proteins was not systematically studied in FA-treated β-cells. The upregulation
of proteins of the Bcl-2 family can occur in a p53-independent mode, as well, e.g., the
upregulation of BH3-only protein PUMA by PA in INS-1 β-cells [118].

An increasing amount of data also supports the importance of miRNAs in the reg-
ulation of FA-induced β-cell apoptosis. Possible involvement was already shown for
miR24 [230], miR34a [229,231,232], miR146 [229], miR-375 [233], miR-182-5p [234] and
miR-34a-5p [162], as well as for miR-297b-5p and miR-374c-5p [235,236], in rodent β-
cells and islets. Overexpression miR-297b-5p and mir24 were even shown protective
against FA-induced apoptosis [230,235]. Some molecular mechanisms of miRNAs were
already revealed during lipotoxicity in β-cells: e.g., miR-34a-5p was found to downregu-
late anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 and Bcl-W proteins [231], while miR-21 was able to inhibit XBP1
production [230], PERK pathway and p38 MAPK [237].

The surplus of NO (nitric oxide) produced by the iNOS (an inducible form of NO
synthase (NOS)) is an established mediator of β-cell apoptosis [238] and was speculated
to be involved in apoptosis induction by FAs, as well. However, the available data are
contradictory [3,6,43,50,65,239,240]. Interestingly, upregulation of the neuronal form of
NOS by PA in rat β-cells was also shown, and its downregulation increased PA-induced
apoptosis [239].

Calcium release from the ER is also known to be involved in the regulation of β-cell
viability by FAs [37,241–244]. Calcium-dependent cysteine protease calpain-2, activated in
response to intracellular calcium overload, is required for PA-induced expression of CHOP
and, interestingly, also for the activation of caspase-12 and caspase-3 in β-TC3 β-cells [180].

Other molecules/events speculated to play a role in the mechanisms of FA-induced
β-cell apoptosis include activation of transcription factor NF-κB (nuclear factor kappa
B) [5,104,114,245,246], GPR120 [139], FAT/CD36 (fatty acid translocase/cluster of differen-
tiation 36) [247], cathepsin D [208] and calpain-10 [248]; degradation of carboxypeptidase
E [39]; cellular localization of annexin A2 and A4, reticulocalbin-2 and 14-3-3γ [249]; ex-
pression of Nck1 [250] and JunB downregulation [103].

Taken together, the mechanisms of FA-induced apoptosis are not completely eluci-
dated, and the number of other molecules or events found to be also engaged is growing.
It seems quite clearly that the increase of ROS production, which may be in β-cell associ-
ated with ER stress signalling, as well as p53 activation is involved. Concerning the role
of others, i.e., changed expression of certain miRNAs; calcium release from ER, GPR40
and NF-κB activation; and iNOS-related NO production, there are rather few and often
contradictory data available.

5. Execution of Apoptosis Induction by Fatty Acids

Concerning apoptosis induction by FAs in pancreatic β-cells, there is experimental
evidence for the involvement of both the mitochondrial as well as the death receptor
pathway of apoptosis induction. Both of these pathways are discussed below.

5.1. Mitochondrial Pathway of Apoptosis Induction

When this pathway, also known as the intrinsic pathway, is triggered, cytochrome c
is released from mitochondrial intermembrane space into cytosol enabling assembly of
a multiprotein complex called apoptosome that functions as an activating platform for
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initiator caspase-9 [251]. Cytochrome c release is controlled at the level of mitochondrial
membrane permeability by proteins of the Bcl-2 family.

Members of this family of proteins are divided into the pro- and anti-apoptotic group,
according to their action in the regulation of apoptosis induction. Pro-apoptotic members
are distinguished into two subfamilies based on their structure in respect to the content
of so-called BH (Bcl-2 homology) domains: (1) the Bax-like proteins and (2) the BH3-only
proteins. The Bax-like proteins, e.g., Bax and Bak, are able to form channels in the outer
mitochondrial membrane and thus enable cytochrome c release. Under normal conditions,
Bax-like proteins are sequestered in an inactive state by binding to anti-apoptotic proteins
of the Bcl-2 subfamily, e.g., Bcl-2, Mcl-1 and Bcl-xL. BH3-only proteins, e.g., Bid, Bad, Bim
and Puma, contain only one BH domain (BH3) and function via forming complexes with
anti-apoptotic proteins of the Bcl-2 subfamily, thus liberating the Bax-like proteins to form
channels in the mitochondrial membrane [252].

The exact mechanisms, how the expression/activity of proteins of the Bcl-2 family is
regulated during apoptosis induction by FAs in β-cells, have not been explicitly addressed
so far. However, a lot of signalling pathways regulated by FA application are known to
result in changed expression or activation of proteins of the Bcl-2 family and some of these
events, i.e., Akt pathway, ceramide signalling, CHOP, JNK and p53, were demonstrated in
β-cells, as well (see the respective previous sections).

Saturated FA treatment tends commonly to increase the level of Bax-like proteins
Bax [53,100,102,113,130,219,253] and Bak [254] in islets and β-cell lines. Bax translocation
from the cytosol to the mitochondria was also evidenced [118]. More importantly, Bax
expression is increased in pancreatic sections from patients with T2DM, compared to
non-diabetic controls [38]. In addition, an increased Bax/Bcl-2 ratio, indicating higher
susceptibility to apoptosis, was found in the pancreatic tissue of HFD-fed mice [255].

Saturated FAs also increase the expression of the level of BH3-only subfamily proteins
PUMA [102,118,256], DP5 [118] and Bim [257] in islets and β-cell lines, but no effect of PA
on Bim expression [118,161] and Bad phosphorylation [258] (leading to its activation) was
found. The role of Puma and DP5 in FA-induced β-cell apoptosis is very likely, since their
knock-down decreased PA-induced apoptosis in the rat as well as primary rat β-cells and
human islets [118].

Regarding the effect of saturated FAs on the expression of proteins of the Bcl-2 sub-
family in β-cells, the level of Bcl-2 [1,37,53,100,219,254], Bcl-xL [37,102,254], Bcl-W [162]
and Mcl-1 [102,254] stayed rather unchanged or decreased during PA or SA treatment in
rodent cell lines or rat and human islets. Moreover, Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL knock-down enhanced
PA-induced apoptosis [118].

Only a few data exist concerning the effect of unsaturated FAs on the expression/activity
of proteins of the Bcl-2 family. POA and OA application increased the expression of the
Bcl-2 protein in human islets [1] and were even able to revert the PA-induced decrease in
Bcl-2 expression in human islets, as well as in rat β-cells [1,29].

The Bax-like proteins are able to form channels in the outer mitochondrial membrane
and thus enable cytochrome c release. The release of cytochrome c from mitochondria was
mostly detected after saturated FAs treatment in β-cell lines and islets [1,2,53,259], while
no release of cytochrome c occured due to unsaturated FAs application [1,2]. Moreover,
POA and OA co-application even blocked cytochrome c release induced by PA [1,2].

Released cytochrome c is essential for subsequent activation of caspase-9 within the
apoptosome complex. However, caspase-9 can also be activated by caspase-12 [260]. Caspase-
9 activation was documented in rodent β-cells after PA application [41,118,130,174,261], as
well as after unsaturated OA and LOA application, in experimental models, where they
exhibited a pro-apoptotic rather than anti-apoptotic effect [52,56,262]. In contrast, OA was
shown to inhibit SA-induced caspase-9 activation and cell death in human β-cells [15,83].

Taken together, there is clear evidence that saturated FAs activate the mitochondrial
pathway of apoptosis induction in β-cells via increased expression/activity of pro-apoptotic
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proteins of the Bcl-2 family and/or decreased expression/activity of anti-apoptotic proteins
of the Bcl-2 family. It leads to cytochrome c release and, subsequently, to caspase-9 activation.

5.2. Death Receptor Pathway of Apoptosis Induction

The death receptor pathway is triggered via cell surface receptors called death recep-
tors, e.g., receptors for TNF-α (tumour necrosis factor-α), FasL (Fas ligand) and TRAIL (tu-
mour necrosis factor-α-related apoptosis-inducing ligand). The binding of these receptors
with their respective ligands, called death ligands, enables the assembly of the multiprotein
complex called DISC. Here, initiator caspase-8 or -10 become activated, and, thus, they
can activate by cleavage the executioner caspases [251]. Active caspase-8 or -10 can also
amplify apoptosis induction by engagement of the mitochondrial pathway via cleavage of
Bid, BH3-only protein of Bcl-2 family, to tBid. tBid promotes the oligomerization/insertion
of Bax into the mitochondrial outer membrane and the release of cytochrome c [251].

PA and SA treatment activates caspase-8 in human [15,82,83,131] and rodent β-cell
lines [41,261] while OA co-application inhibits it [15,41]. Importantly, increased caspase-8
activation was shown in islets from T2DM patients, compared to non-diabetic controls,
as well [263]. HFD-fed mice were found to express more caspase-8 [255] and, interest-
ingly, HFD-fed mice lacking caspase-8 lost less β-cell mass and were protected from the
development of T2DM [264].

However, the mechanism of death receptor pathway activation in response to FA ap-
plication is largely speculative. Despite the fact that FAs are unable to bind death receptors,
they were shown to upregulate their expression in β-cells, e.g., expression of death receptor
5 (DR5, TRAILR2) [265] and TNFR (tumour necrosis factor receptor) 5 (also known as
CD40) [266]. CD40 protein and/or mRNA were found upregulated, due to PA treatment
in rat β-cells, human islets and islets from the HFD mice [266]. Plasma levels of its ligand
(sCD40L) are elevated in people with impaired glucose tolerance, metabolic syndrome and
insulin resistance [267]. CD40 upregulation due to hyperlipidaemia could thus sensitize
β-cells to the death receptor pathway and caspase-8 activation in these individuals.

Nevertheless, the existence of death-ligand-independent modes of caspase-8 activa-
tion was already revealed in other cell types: e.g., ER stress-induced CHOP activation
by PA application in human hepatoma cells was shown to transcriptionally upregulate
DR5, which subsequently resulted in ligand-independent caspase-8 activation by this
death receptor [268]. Next, under conditions of persistent ER stress, employment of the
autophagosome-associated platform called iDISC/stressosome in caspase-8 activation was
described recently in human colon tumour cells and in breast cancer cell lines [193]. How-
ever, whether such mechanisms may be related also to FA-induced ER stress and autophagy
in β-cells is unknown. Nevertheless, the ligand-independent activation of the death re-
ceptors, e.g., DR5 receptor [268] might be also explainable by the already-demonstrated
effect of saturated FAs on the activity of various membrane molecules via their effect on
membrane fluidity (see Section 3).

The data available so far do not indicate an important role of the Fas receptor in
lipotoxicity [269]. Surprisingly, cleavage of the Bid downstream of caspase-8 activation
and the subsequent engagement of the mitochondrial pathway have not been assessed in
pancreatic β-cells after FA application yet.

Aside from initiator caspase-8, initiator caspase-2 was also found to be activated
by saturated FAs in β-cells, and this activation was inhibited by unsaturated FAs co-
application [14,15,53,82]. Despite playing a crucial role in lipoapoptosis in some other
cell types [270], silencing of caspase-2 in human β-cells did not result in a decrease of
SA-induced apoptosis [82].

To conclude, experimental evidence indicates that the death receptor pathway and
caspase-8 activation are also somehow involved in the mechanisms of FA-induced apopto-
sis and appear to be of clinical relevance in T2DM pathogenesis, as well.
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5.3. Executioner Caspases

Executioner caspases, i.e., caspase-3, -6 and -7, are activated by proteolytic cleav-
age executed by initiator caspase-2, -8/10 and -9. Caspase-3 or combined caspase-3/7
activation (due to ambiguity in the detection method) was convincingly confirmed fol-
lowing PA and/or SA application in both human and rodent β-cells in vitro, as well as
in vivo (e.g., [1,4,15,20,37,54,57,200]). HFD also led to the activation of caspase-3 in murine
islets [271]. Caspase-6 and -7 activation in response to SA treatment was further shown
in human β-cells [15,82,83,131]. Unsaturated FAs inhibit executioner caspases activation
induced by saturated FAs in rat and human β-cell lines, in the case of their anti-apoptotic
effect [15,24,82,83,131]. However, in studies in which unsaturated FAs also induce β-cell
apoptosis, the activation of caspases-3 [52,57] or the activation of caspase-3 together with
the activation of caspase-7 [56] was found, as well.

The question of whether the inhibition of caspases is able to prevent FA-induced
apoptosis was also addressed. Experiments employing the wide spectrum caspase inhibitor
z-VAD-fmk confirmed the important role of caspases in FA-induced cell death [3,11] but
indicated the involvement of non-caspase proteases, as well.

The formation of specific apoptotic complexes responsible for activation of executioner
caspases, such as apoptosome, PIDDosome (p53-induced protein with a death domain)
and DISC, where initiator caspases-9, -2 and -8/10, respectively, are activated, has not yet
been addressed during FA-induced apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells.

To summarize, executioner caspases are undoubtedly activated during FA-induced
apoptosis of pancreatic β-cells and play a prominent role here. Nevertheless, non-caspase
proteases are also involved to some extent.

6. Summarized Mechanisms of Apoptosis Induction by Fatty Acids

Saturated FAs induce ER stress in β-cells, which, in turn, leads to activation of all
ER stress pathways, i.e., PERK, IRE1α and ATF6 pathway. When ER stress is severe or
prolonged, apoptosis is induced. The main mediator seems to be the CHOP transcrip-
tion factor. Via regulation of expression/activity of pro- and anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family
members and possibly also through the increase in ROS production, CHOP switches on
the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis induction. ER stress signalling possibly leads to
autophagy signalling, which may activate caspase-8 (see also Figure 1). Saturated FAs
also activate or inhibit various signalling pathways, i.e., p38 MAPK signalling, ERK sig-
nalling, ceramide signalling, Akt signalling and PKCδ signalling. This may also lead to the
activation of the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells (see Figure 2).
Multiple cross talks within the individual above-mentioned signalling pathways were
documented in β-cells or well documented in other cell types (see Figure 3). Regulation
of all mentioned signalling pathways, except of ceramide signalling, might result from
changed plasma or organelle membrane fluidity, due to incorporation of saturated FAs
into these membranes (see Figure 4). Some miRNAs seem to play also an important role in
FA-induced β-cell apoptosis.

In the rather rare situations when unsaturated FAs were also shown to be pro-
apoptotic, the mechanisms mediating this effect in pancreatic β-cells seem to be the same
as those described above for saturated FAs.
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Figure 1. Suggested mechanisms of the possible involvement of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress
and autophagy signalling in apoptosis induced by saturated fatty acids (SFAs) in pancreatic β-cells.
Thick lines mean strong support of the respective relationship by available data, while thin lines
mean weaker support. Dashed lines show a relationship proved only in other cell types.

Figure 2. Suggested mechanisms of the possible involvement of p38 signalling, ERK signalling,
ceramide signalling and Akt signalling and PKCδ signalling in apoptosis induced by saturated fatty
acids (SFAs) in pancreatic β-cells. Thick lines mean strong support of the respective relationship by
available data while thin lines mean weaker support. Dashed lines show a relationship proved only
in other cell types.
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Figure 3. Suggested signalling pathway cross talks during apoptosis induction by saturated fatty
acids in pancreatic β-cells. Dashed lines show a relationship well proved only in other cell types.

Figure 4. Suggested mechanisms of the possible involvement of decreased membrane fluidity in
apoptosis induced by saturated fatty acids (SFAs) in pancreatic β-cells.

7. Mechanisms Mediating Anti-Apoptotic Effects of Unsaturated Fatty Acids

Unsaturated FAs are able to inhibit the saturated FA-induced β-cell death even when
applied several hours later after the application of saturated FAs and in much lower
concentrations (e.g., 50× lower) than the concentrations of saturated FAs used for cell death
induction. In addition, they are effective against various other apoptotic stimuli, e.g., serum
withdrawal or exposure to pro-inflammatory cytokines [6,13,24]. These findings indicate
that interference at the signalling level, rather than interference with the metabolism of
saturated FAs, underlies the inhibitory effect of unsaturated FAs on saturated FA-induced
apoptosis [6,21,23]. This is in line with the fact that unsaturated FAs do not need to be
converted to FA-CoA to exert the anti-apoptotic effect (see Section 2.3).

Concerning the direct activation of some pro-survival signalling pathway(s) by un-
saturated FAs, there are very few data available. Only the Akt pathway, the classical
pro-survival pathway, was suggested to be a possible mediator of the anti-apoptotic effect
of unsaturated FAs against saturated FAs in rat β-cells [62]. Inhibitory phosphorylation
of the forkhead transcription factor FoxO1 was proposed as a potential mediator of this
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effect [52]. Akt may also inhibit activation of pro-apoptotic p38 MAPK and JNK in β-
cells [107] and very probably also of FoxO3 and Bad protein activation. The stimulation of
Akt by unsaturated FAs may be mediated by GPR120, as documented in murine intestinal
cells STC-1 for the anti-apoptotic effect of LOA against serum deprivation-induced apopto-
sis [272]. Moreover, GPR40, that was suggested to be involved in the protective effect of
OA against PA-induced apoptosis [120], may activate Akt in β-cells [260]. However, Akt
activation by unsaturated FAs in β-cells was not confirmed by others [52,120] nor by our
preliminary data obtained with human β-cells NES2Y.

A lot of available data (see previous sections) indicate that the anti-apoptotic effects
of unsaturated FAs may result from inhibitory intervention into pro-apoptotic signalling
induced by saturated FAs. We speculate that the inhibition of the decrease of plasma
and/or organelle membrane fluidity due to saturated FA incorporation may be involved
here. As mentioned in Section 3, membrane fluidity decrease due to higher saturated FA
incorporation can affect the activation of the membrane receptor(s) or membrane-associated
proteins, which may induce pro-apoptotic signalling or inhibit pro-survival signalling. The
inhibitory effect of unsaturated FAs can be generated simply by increasing membrane
fluidity, which may compensate for the rigidity increase caused by saturated FAs.

Some of the possible mechanisms mediating the anti-apoptotic effect of unsaturated
FAs in the cytosol might be regulated, to some extent, at the level of FA availability, as
well. We speculate that saturated and unsaturated FAs may compete for membrane FA
transporters, such as FABs (FAT/CD36 or fatty acid-binding proteins), which regulate
cytosolic concentrations of the respective FAs.

Taken together (see also Figure 5), it seems that the inhibitory effect of unsaturated
FAs on saturated FA-induced apoptosis represents a inhibitory intervention into saturated
FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling rather than activation of some pro-survival signalling
pathway(s) or metabolic interference in β-cells. This inhibitory intervention may result
from simple counteracting the elevated membrane rigidity due to the increased saturated
FA content.

Figure 5. Suggested mechanisms of anti-apoptotic effects of unsaturated fatty acids (UFAs) on
saturated fatty acids (SFA)-induced apoptosis in pancreatic β-cells. Thick lines mean strong support
of the respective effect by available data, while thin lines mean weaker support. Dashed lines
represent a hypothetical effect not proved in β-cells or in any other type of cells.
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8. Conclusions

It was clearly demonstrated that saturated FAs are able to induce apoptosis in pancre-
atic β-cells, whereas the pro-apoptotic effect of unsaturated FAs in β-cells is documented
rather rarely. Unsaturated FAs were often shown to be even able to inhibit the pro-apoptotic
effect of saturated FAs.

Despite many years of research, it is still not clear where, exactly, within the β-cell the
apoptosis induction by FAs is initiated. An excess of saturated FAs and/or their chronic
exposure leads to ER stress, which, if not compensated by defensive mechanisms, results
in the triggering of apoptosis. The mechanisms of initiation of FA-induced apoptosis could
be related to changes of membrane fluidity. Increased content of saturated FAs in cell
membranes, which makes them more rigid, has already been shown to affect the activation
of various plasma membrane receptors that can transmit pro-apoptotic signalling, e.g.,
activation of PKCδ and p38 MAPK signalling or inhibition of Akt signalling. The activity
of some plasma membrane-associated proteins (e.g., c-Src) can also be affected by some
FA-related processes, e.g., via protein myristoylation. Certain products of FA metabolism,
e.g., ceramides, may also be involved in the initiation of pro-apoptotic signalling. As
ceramides are produced preferentially from saturated FA species, this would explain at
least partially the differences in the effect of saturated and unsaturated FA species.

All ER stress pathways, i.e., PERK, IRE1α and ATF6 pathways, are activated by FAs in
β-cells. Nevertheless, the reason why the excess of FAs causes ER stress is rather unclear.
The defensive β-cell response mainly concerns the upregulation of BiP chaperon and
translation inhibition mediated by eIF2α phosphorylation. However, when ER stress is
severe or prolonged, apoptosis is induced. The main mediator seems to be the CHOP
transcription factor. CHOP switches on the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis induction.
ER stress pathways may also activate autophagy probably via Akt pathway inhibition.

Inhibition of the pro-survival Akt signalling seems to play an important role in the
apoptosis induced by FAs. This inhibition is mediated by multiple pathways (e.g., ER
stress signalling, PKCδ and ceramide) and results in, e.g., FoxO1 and FoxO3 activation,
which, in turn, leads to activation of the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis induction.
Inhibition of Akt also consequences in autophagy signalling, which may then activate
caspase-8. Experimental evidence also indicates the involvement of increased production
of ROS, the p38 MAPK pathway and certain miRNAs (e.g., miR34a-5p and miR-297b-5p)
in mechanisms of FA-induced β-cell apoptosis.

Most lines of evidence point to the activation of the mitochondrial pathway of apopto-
sis induction, preceded by an increased level/activity of pro-apoptotic proteins of the Bcl-2
family (Bax proteins, BH3-only proteins) and subsequent caspase-9 activation. However,
the death receptor pathway of apoptosis induction and caspase-8 activation seems to play a
role in FA-induced β-cell apoptosis, as well. In the rather rare situations where unsaturated
FAs are also pro-apoptotic in β-cells, the mechanisms mediating this effect appear to be
very similar to those described above for the saturated FAs.

Concerning the mechanism of the inhibitory effect of unsaturated FAs on saturated
FA-induced β-cell apoptosis, experimental data indicate an inhibitory intervention into
saturated FA-induced pro-apoptotic signalling rather than metabolic interference. Never-
theless, the point where unsaturated FAs intervene within the event/pathway leading to
apoptosis induction by saturated FAs remains elusive. The activation of the Akt pathway
via GPRs may be involved here. We also speculate that the inhibitory intervention may
concern membrane fluidity, as unsaturated FAs exert an inverse effect here, compared to
the effect of saturated FAs.

In general, understanding the mechanisms of β-cell apoptosis regulation by saturated
and unsaturated FAs is of great importance, since these mechanisms seem to be shared
to a great extent by various cell types. It may provide us with new possibilities of the
prevention, as well as therapy of lipotoxicity-associated disorders, including diabetes.
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AMPK adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase
ATF6 activating transcription factor 6
Bcl-xL B-cell lymphoma-extra large
Bcl-2 B-cell lymphoma 2
BiP immunoglobulin heavy chain-binding protein
Bad Bcl-2-associated death promoter
Bax Bcl-2 associated X protein
CHOP CCAAT-enhancer-binding protein C/EBP homologous protein
CoA coenzyme A
DISC death-inducing signalling complex
DP5 death protein 5
EGFR epithelial growth factor receptor
eIF2α eukaryotic initiation factor 2α
ER endoplasmic reticulum
ERK extracellular signal-regulated kinase
FA fatty acid
FAT/CD36 fatty acid translocase/cluster of differentiation 36
FoxO forkhead box
GPR G protein-coupled receptor
HFD high-fat diet
iNOS inducible form of NOS
IRE1α inositol-requiring protein 1α
JNK c-Jun N-terminal kinase
LOA linoleic acid
MAPK mitogen-activated protein kinase
Mcl-1 myeloid cell leukemia-1
NO nitric oxide
NOS nitric oxide synthase
PA palmitic acid
PERK protein kinase RNA (PKR)-like ER kinase
PIDD p53-induced protein with a death domain
PI3K phosphoinositide 3-kinase
PKC protein kinase C
POA palmitoil acid
PUMA p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis
SA stearic acid
TAG triacylglycerol
TLR4 toll-like receptor 4
RTK receptor tyrosine kinase
ROS reactive oxygen species
OA oleic acid
T2DM type 2 diabetes mellitus
UPR unfolded protein response
XBP1 X-box binding protein 1
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